GUERILLA* GARDENING
*Guerilla - refers to
actions or activities done
in an impromptu way, often
without permission
These seeds are mixed with
clay into balls
They don’t need to be buried and
can grow in small amounts of soil
This means you can throw them onto areas
you want to make more beautiful and bee friendly
are there no bee friendly flowers near
your home?
Is there some waste ground that you walk
past regulalry?
A strip of
grass near a road?
Throw these seeds onto any type of soil as
long as it gets some sun and will be rained on

watch beautiful flowers grow!

CLAY IMPRESSIONS

Materials
air drying clay
cling film or zip lock bag
butter knife or old plastic loyalty card
scissors
old recycled packaging
plastic bag
paint
paintbrush
cup
PVA glue

You can have a look online for inspiration

•When you get your clay, it is a good idea to only take what you need and keep the
rest covered tightly with cling film or a zip lock bag. (store in a cool, dark place)
•Take a flat edged tool like a butter knife or an old plastic loyalty card.
•To make a tool you can use scissors to cut a long straight piece of plastic packaging
be sure to wrap tape around it to hide any sharp edges.

•Cut a piece of clay big enough to be flattened out by hand keeping the thickness to
just thinner than an average slice of bread all round
•You can use clingfilm to put the clay on to and while flattening out then the clay can
be moved and carried easier, until it dries out some more, it will be sticky at first.
•Leave the tile sitting out on a table to become drier, turning over to expose each side
this will take 2-4 hours.

•I have prepared a carry box to put my clay tile in to for taking with me.
•Although not essential it could be better if outdoors on a walk in-case you see
something interesting or have found previously on your walks.
•You can recycle any shape of packaging you have to hand as long as it holds its
shape reasonably well, is the rough shape / size of your tile and is cleaned out

•Place the now drier tile into the box so that any cling film is at the bottom
side leaving the top surface exposed to take this impression / shape of your choice.
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•You can scratch the name of the plant you have captured if you know it or even
scratch in the location and the date if it is important, this could be a present for
someone so be sure to put your own initials in to the back somewhere if it is.

•To remove or separate your clay from the object or texture, carefully and slowly
peel from one side to the other gradually working each edge of the clay free.

•Take the tile back to a flat, dry and clean surface to dry out, wrapped very loosely
inside in a plastic bag, cut a few holes in the bag for air to dry the clay gradually to
avoid cracking.
•This should take 24-48 hours to dry out ready to be painted with acrylic paint and
sealed with PVA glue.

•I have used a thinner mix of dark green paint by adding water and a thin brush to
spill colour into the detail of the plants stems and the veins of the leaves to catch or
keep the detail. This can disappear if you paint it all one colour at first. You can
instead work in layers starting with the shapes you like best.

If you don’t have a thin brush you can use other things like a tissue twisted tightly
to give you a thin end or an ear cleaner etc.

•For painting the rest of the tile or the edges you can place your tile on top of
something smaller than the tile as a stand which is steady. I have used a yogurt pot
here to paint a lighter and thicker green to contrast with the darker thinner green
around the plant impression, so I don’t have to hold it and to avoid any sticking to
the table.

•Once dry you can paint the back of the tile (I have not painted the back of my own)
and leave this to dry before sealing with a mix of PVA glue and water mixed in equal
parts water and PVA.

•Use the stand to cover both sides hands free between drying.

This is a good activity to take away with you somewhere and bring back home to work
on gradually and take some time over.

Depending on what you make it could be a meaningful gift for someone or for you to
keep as a memory or something decorative to keep. You can take an impression of
anything with a textured or uneven surface shape.

EG G Y I
D N
G
you will need:

EGGS (brown and white eggs will give different effects)

Scraps like: Tea bags, White onion skins, Beetroot

Pattern making materials like: String, flowers, elastic bands, hair
bobbles and moss
Newsprint paper and string (provided in the box)

Directions:
STEP ONE: Put a pan of water on the stove and bring it to a simmer
(not a boil yet)
STEP two: Lay out your newsprint paper and your eggs
STEP three: lay objects on your egg to make a patterns e.g tie elastic
bands or hair bobbles around it, you can also lay flowers or moss
over it
STEP Four: You will now cover your egg in a layer of the dying
material (Onion skin, tea bags or beetroot). You’re going to wrap
your egg like a parcel with the newsprint paper as the outer layer
using string to hold it all together

The Cyanotype paper in your black envelope has been painted
with safe chemicals which makes it light sensitive. This means
that it will turn blue when it is put under sun light and rinsed
under water.
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Wash your hands with soap
and

warm water.

Try using a few di erent colours on the
same drawing to create a repeat pattern in
contrasting colours.

Try taking a rubbing and moving the paper over slightly
or changing direction in another colour.

Try cutting and collaging shapes and patterns together.

Step 1: Take a sheet of paper and some crayons outside
and find a bumpy or patterned surface.

Step 2: Find the most interesting part of the surface
you would like to make a rubbing of and place or hold
your paper over it.
Step 3: Choose the colours of paper and crayons to
make your pattern.
Step 4: Use the side of the crayons against the paper,
rub across the paper applying pressure until the
surface pattern starts to come through, it will become
clearer the more time you trace over it with the
crayons.

